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Abstract

Background:
Psoriatic skin is typically evaluated through visual assessment of its clinical hallmarks: thickness,
redness and scaling of skin lesions. Sonography is used to physically monitor disease severity through
physical assessment of the skin outer layers. Both methods assess consequences of in�ammation rather
than the molecular basis of disease. The aim of the current study was to assess 1) whether expression
patterns of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1, CXCL-2, and hBD-1, examples of proteins known to drive psoriasis
pathology, can be measured non-invasively from the skin surface, 2) whether expression patterns of these
proteins correlate with disease severity, and 3) whether skin surface expression of these proteins can be
used to measure pharmacodynamic effects of psoriasis treatment.

Results:
Using non-invasive FibroTx TAP technology for sampling and measurements of proteins from the skin of
psoriasis patients revealed clear differences of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 on lesional skin when compared
to non-lesional skin or skin from healthy volunteers. Comparing these expression patterns with visual
assessment of thickness, redness and scaling of skin lesions revealed no signi�cant quantitative
correlations, with the exception of a weak correlation between CXCL-1/2 and thickness of lesions.
Similarly, there were no signi�cant correlations between FibroTx TAP measurements and ultrasound
measurements, with the exception of a weak correlation between CXCL-1/2 and SLEB thickness. The
potential of these skin-surface biomarkers were studied by monitoring skin lesions of psoriasis patients
undergoing narrow-band UVB (311 nm) phototherapy. During the course of UVB treatment, clear patterns
towards normalisation of IL-1RA and CXCL-1/2 were observed on lesions measured.

Conclusions:
Skin surface measurements of proteins involved in psoriasis skin pathology, in this study exempli�ed by
IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1, have potential as biomarkers for monitoring severity of disease, as
well as for monitoring pharmacodynamic changes. Skin surface measurements of IL-1RA and CXCL-1/2
displayed a different pro�le than achieved by visual scoring of local in�ammation or sonography, thus
con�rming that measuring the ‘molecular root’ of in�ammation appears to have value as an objective,
non-invasive biomarker measurement for scoring disease severity in its own right.

Introduction
Psoriasis is a chronic relapsing immune in�ammatory dermatosis with different clinical manifestations
that affects 1–3% of the world population 1. Psoriasis is most common in fair-skinned people and
extremely rare in dark-skinned individuals 2. Psoriasis causes itching in 60–70% of cases 3. Plaque
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psoriasis is the most common variant of psoriasis, characterized by in�amed erythematous lesions of the
skin caused by the interplay between immune cells, keratinocytes and other skin-resident cells, mediated
by adaptive and innate immune system components 4.

In psoriasis, a defective regulation of epidermal keratinocytes by dermal �broblasts leads to hyper-
proliferation of epidermal keratinocytes, which results in thickening of the skin and deposition of poor
quality keratin, which causes scaling5. In addition, in�ltrating neutrophils and T-cells contribute to clinical
symptoms, such as swelling and redness, and cause a permanent state of chronic in�ammation in
affected skin6. Psoriasis patients often develop additional clinical symptoms or diseases, such as
psoriatic arthritis, which develops in up to 24% of psoriasis patients7. Despite this knowledge, it remains
di�cult to predict both onset and progression of psoriasis, and there is an unmet medical need for
methods that can be used to measure if people are at risk for psoriasis, and/or that can predict how
disease progresses, both with respect to severity, and with respect to other clinical symptoms or diseases.

Clinical evaluation of psoriasis is primarily performed visually. The Psoriasis Area Severity Index (PASI) is
a clinical score based on assessment of the percentage of skin affected (on head, trunk, arms and legs)
and severity of local in�ammation scores of the skin thickness, redness and scaling in these areas 8–10.
The PASI score allows monitoring of changes in affected skin areas over time, which may either re�ect
progression, relapse or improvement of the disease. However, PASI also has its limitations: it can be
subjective and gross difference may occur between examiners; it can present poor sensitivity in small
areas of involvement, being not sensitive enough for patients with mild disease.

Another method for non-invasive evaluation of psoriatic skin is sonography, a “real-time” imaging
technique based on ultrasound measurements that allow assessment of the morphological and
structural appearance of psoriatic skin lesions at the moment of diagnosis, but also allows monitoring of
changes of the underlying tissue during therapy11–13.

Treatment of chronic plaque psoriasis depends on the severity and areas affected in patients. Treatment
options range from local ointments for mild psoriasis, to more harsh therapies for moderate and severe
psoriasis, such as phototherapy (e.g. UVB), photo chemotherapy (e.g. PUVA), systemic treatment (e.g.
methotrexate, cyclosporine, acitretin) or biological treatment (e.g. Humira, Stelara, Cosentyx) 14–16.
Therapeutic e�cacy, de�ned as a diminishment in psoriasis clinical scores, does not occur instantly, and
patients may not respond to therapy at all. At the moment, there are no methods in the clinic that can
objectively predict response to psoriasis treatment and/or methods that can objectively measure
therapeutic e�cacy. Nonetheless, patients are treated with harsh immuno-suppressive treatments, and
are put at risk for developing side effects, such as infectious diseases (biologic therapies), or an
increased risk for skin cancer (PUVA, phototherapy)17;18. Hence, there is an unmet clinical need for
methods that can objectively predict and/or measure response to therapy. This to provide medical
doctor’s an improved method for risk-bene�t assessment with respect to treatment options for patients.
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A method comply such needs is a biomarker assessment. Biomarker or biological marker is identi�ed as
a biological characteristic that can be measured and evaluated objectively as an indicator of normal and
pathogenic biological processes or pharmacological response to therapeutic treatment 19.

Biomarkers are attractive especially due to their predictive value. It has shown that the development of
rheumatoid arthritis can be predicted months before clinical signs by the presence of cyclic-citrullinated
peptide reactive antibodies in blood 20. Portugal-Cohen has published a non-invasive method in which a
limited number of soluble biomarkers could be assessed in skin-lavage from lesional skin of a limited
number of psoriasis patients and renal failure 21–23. A clear increased concentration of IL-1α, TNF-α and
IL-6 was found in skin lavage from lesion sites of psoriasis patients, in comparison with skin lavage from
non-lesional sites, or from skin of healthy individuals 23. Malaviya et al, has shown that the amount of
cleaved Caspase-3-positive cells predicts accurately response to inhibitor of TNF-α like etanercept,
months before response to therapy can be assessed based on clinical symptoms 24. Biomarkers that
similarly predict onset and/or progression of psoriasis may be identi�ed, as well. Dand et al. reported
HLA-C*06:02 genotype as a predictive biomarker of biologic treatment response in psoriasis for
Adalimumab (anti–TNF- α) and Ustekinumab (anti–IL-12/23) 25. Several studies have identi�ed
biomarkers which correlate longitudinally with the history of the disease and skin conditions for psoriasis
and atopic dermatitis, including biomarkers for keratinocyte activity (e.g. presence of K16) and
in�ammatory response (e.g. up-regulation of IL-1α and TNF-α) 20;24; 26–33. Biomarkers which are
surrogate endpoints for changes that predict clinical bene�ts for psoriasis and atopic dermatitis therapy
are identi�ed as well, including biomarkers representing Th17 pathway, monocyte activity (e.g. TNF-α
lymphocyte activity (Granzyme B) and type I interferon pathways18;20; 20; 24–33.

We have previously introduced a non-invasive method to measure biomarkers directly from skin34. The
FibroTx Transdermal Application Patch (FibroTx TAP) consists of an adhesive bandage that contains a
nitrocellulose insert on which speci�c antibodies have been printed for capturing proteins directly from
the skin surface. Captured biomarkers are qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed using spot-ELISA,
performed directly on the TAP insert.

To test the potential of skin-surface proteins for monitoring psoriasis severity and/or progression, we
have studied IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 on the skin surface of moderate-to-severe psoriasis
patients using non-invasive FibroTx TAP technology. In the study, we have compared presence of these
proteins on lesional and non-lesional skin with ultrasound measurements and with clinical in�ammation
scores for psoriasis activity and severity. Subsequently, we have measured whether skin surface IL-1α, IL-
1RA, CXCL-1/2 and/ or hBD-1 can monitor treatment effectiveness during narrow band ultraviolet B
therapy, to test their potential as candidate biomarkers for monitoring disease/ for treatment response.

Materials And Methods

Study participants
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The study was performed at the Dermatology Clinic of Tartu University Hospital in Estonia, under the
approval of Tallinn Medical Research Ethical. In total 44 patients with plaque psoriasis and 10 healthy
volunteers were included in the study. Patients with mild to severe psoriasis vulgaris visiting
dermatologist at Tartu University Hospital Dermatology clinic were included to the study. Prior the study,
the detailed aim of the study was explained to each of the volunteer and an informed consent to
participate was signed voluntarily by each of patient. Local skin status and the severity of the psoriasis
were assessed according to the degree of scaling, erythema, thickness and PASI score by the same
dermatologist during the visit.

Patients included in the study had not received any systemic form of medical treatment and all kind of
phototherapies for at least 4 weeks prior to study and have not received any topical form of medical
treatment for at least 2 weeks prior to study. Pregnant or breastfeeding women and volunteers with a
history of other skin diseases were excluded from participation.

Antibodies
Human GRO-ß (CXCL-2) ELISA Development Kit (Cat. No: 900-K120, PeproTech), Human IL-1α ELISA
Development Kit (Cat. No: 900-K11, PeproTech), Human hBD-1 ELISA Development Kit (Cat. No: 900-
K202, PeproTech), Human IL-1RA ELISA Development Kit (Cat. No: 900-K474, PeproTech).

TAP biomarker measurements from skin
Biomarker measurements from skin were performed using FibroTx TAP capture antibody micro-arrays
containing three spots of biomarker capturing antibody: 0.25 ng of IL-1α, 2.25 ng IL-1RA, 2.25 ng of
CXCL- 1/2 and 2.25 ng of hBD-1 per spot, additionally each micro-array contained a negative control
(PBS-with 20% (v/v) glycerol) and positive control (0.03 ng biotinylated anti- hBD-1). FibroTx TAP capture
antibody micro-arrays coated with anti-IL-1α, anti-IL-1RA, -anti CXCL-1/2 and anti-hBD-1 were applied to
the normal appearing and lesional skin of psoriasis patients (N = 44) and onto the skin of healthy
volunteers (N = 10). FibroTx TAP capture antibody micro-arrays were incubated on skin for 20 minutes.
Following incubation, FibroTx TAP capture antibody micro-arrays were removed from the skin and stored
at 4 °C until further analysis. Captured IL-1α and IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 were visualised using spot-
ELISA, as previously described 34.

Ultrasound measurements
Determination of differences in thickness of skin layers (epidermis, sub-epidermal low-echogenic band
(SLEB) and dermis) between non-lesional and lesional skin on psoriasis was carried out using DermaLab
Combo SkinLab from Cortex Technology according to manufacturer’s instructions. Ultrasound imaging
was conducted from the exact same skin area as FibroTx TAP measurements, after TAP removal from
non-lesional and lesional skin.

Narrow-band UVB treatment
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The narrow-band UVB-treatment by minimal erythema dose MED protocol 35 was performed in Tartu
University Hospital Dermatology Clinic. For inclusion requirement a 4-week wash-out period for systemic
and all kind of phototherapy and 2 weeks of topical treatment was set. In total 14 patients with psoriasis
were enrolled for narrow-band UVB treatment 3 times a week, 30 treatments were made all together
during the 8 weeks. All patients gave prior written informed consent for the study. Treatment schedule,
possible bene�ts and side effects of treatment was explained to all patients. Biomarker measurements
with FibroTx TAP where performed before the �rst treatment (serves as base line) and after the second
week and fourth week of treatment.

Statistical analyses
Statistical calculations were performed using freeware statistics program JASP (version 0.9.2 for
macOS). Statistical signi�cance of numerical variables of two unrelated groups were determined with
two sample independent t-test, for related groups analysis paired sample t-test was used. For correlation
analysis the normality of the data was tested with the Shapiro-Wilk test followed by Spearman’s Rank
correlation analysis, statistical signi�cances were veri�ed with probability value (p-value).

Ethical considerations
Ethical approval for the studies is covered by Decision No. 2551 from the Tallinn Medical Research
Ethical Committee. Participants data has been collected such that it cannot be traced back directly to
patients by FibroTx employees.

Results

FibroTx TAP protein measurements on lesional skin
compared to non-lesional skin and healthy volunteers
The skin-surface expression of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 was measured on lesional skin (L) and
normal appearing skin (NL) of psoriasis patients (N = 30), and on skin of healthy individuals (HV) (N = 
10), using FibroTx TAP tests. Statistically signi�cant differences were observed between measurements
of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 on lesional skin and non-lesional skin of psoriasis patients, depicted on paired
(Fig. 1A, panel A-D) and unpaired (Fig. 1A, panel E-H) data analyses, but not for hBD-1. The patterns of IL-
1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 measurements were largely consistent for all patients, but substantial variations
were found in expression levels of individual proteins on lesional and non-lesional skin amongst single
patients (Fig. 1A, panel A-D).

The levels of IL-1α found on lesional skin were signi�cantly lower than levels found on normal appearing
skin; a pattern that was observed in 24 of 30 psoriasis patients (p < 0.01, Fig. 1A, panel E). In contrast, the
levels of IL-1RA and CXCL-1/2 detected on lesional skin were signi�cantly higher compared to levels
found on normal appearing skin of psoriasis patients (p < 0.001 and p < 0.01, respectively); a pattern that
was observed in 26 and 17 of 30 psoriasis patients for IL1-RA and CXCL-1/2, respectively (Fig. 1A, panels
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F and G). The expression levels of hBD-1 found on lesional skin of psoriasis patients were similar to the
levels of hBD-1 found on normal appearing skin of psoriasis (Fig. 1A, panel H). Biomarker levels detected
on healthy apparent skin of psoriasis patients appeared similar to the levels captured on the skin of
healthy individuals (Fig. 1B, panel A-D). Thus, there is a clear correlation between expression levels of IL-
1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 (but not hBD-1) and the condition of skin in psoriasis patients.

The inverse expression patterns of IL-1α and IL-1IL-1RA on lesional and non-lesional skin of psoriasis
patients, as well as the biological link between IL-1α and IL-1RA, prompted us to analyse the molar ratio
between IL-1α and IL-1RA on lesional and non-lesional skin of psoriasis patients. IL-1α and IL-1RA bind to
the same receptor, the IL-1 receptor (IL-1R), as a pro-in�ammatory agonist and an anti-in�ammatory
antagonist, respectively. Two forms of IL-1α exist, the immature form with a MW of 31 kDa, and the
mature form of 18 kDa, that are both biologically active 36. Both isoforms are recognised by antibodies
used for FibroTx TAP. IL-1RA is predominantly expressed as a 17.1 kDa protein 37. The analyses revealed
that there is clear molecular excess of IL-1α over IL-1RA on non-lesional skin of psoriasis patients and
skin of healthy volunteers, regardless whether IL-1α is present in immature or in mature form, or a
combination there-of. Similarly, there is a clear excess of IL-1RA over IL-1α on lesional skin of psoriasis
patients regardless of the form of IL-1α (see Table 1).

Correlations between FibroTx TAP protein measurements
and psoriasis clinical scores
IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2, are cytokines directly involved in plaque psoriasis skin-in�ammation 38;39, which
visually manifests itself in the form of redness, thickness and scaling of affected skin 4, 8. A possible
explanation for the large differences in skin-surface levels of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 on
lesional skin of individual patients may be differences in disease severity between patients. A clinical
method to assess psoriasis severity is the PASI score, which is a weighted score comprised of body
surface area affected (BSA) combined with redness, thickness- and scaling of the skin, measured in four
different areas of the body (head, trunk, arms, legs) 8;9. To assess correlations between FibroTx TAP
measurements of psoriatic skin and elements of the PASI score, we analysed the correlation between the
values of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 measurements from psoriatic skin against the values (0–4
scale) of thickness, scaling and redness at the area of FibroTx TAP measurements, as assessed by a
dermatologist. The only statistically signi�cant correlation found was a positive correlation between the
clinical score for thickness and levels of CXCL-1/2 on lesional skin (see Fig. 2 and Table 2).

No statistically signi�cant correlations between measurements of either IL-1α or IL-1RA and any of the
clinical scores were detected. Nevertheless, a tendency towards a negative correlation between FibroTx
TAP measurements of IL-1α and scaling was observed. The higher the levels of IL-1α on psoriatic lesions,
the lower the scaling of lesions (see Fig. 2). No apparent correlations were found for FibroTx TAP
measurements of hBD-1 from psoriatic skin and clinical assessments of redness, thickness and scaling.

Correlations between FibroTx TAP protein measurements and ultrasound analysis on skin.
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Plaque psoriasis manifests itself in physical changes of the skin layers, such as thickening of the
epidermis and presence of a characteristic low-density layer between epidermis and dermis, the so-called
sub-epidermal low-echogenic band (SLEB), that can be measured via ultrasound 11–13.

To determine whether differences in the molecular expression patterns of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and
hBD-1, between non-lesional and lesional skin site of psoriasis patients correlate with alterations in
physical properties of skin layers, FibroTx TAP measurements of these four proteins were correlated with
ultrasound measurements from exactly the same skin of psoriasis patients. Using ultrasound, a clear and
statistically signi�cant thickening of epidermis (p < 0.01), SLEB (p < 0.001) and dermis (p < 0.001) was
measured in lesional skin of psoriasis patients in comparison with non-lesional skin from the same
patients (see Fig. 3 panel A - C).

Combining FibroTx TAP measurements of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 and ultrasound
measurements of normal appearing skin from the same patients did not reveal any strong signi�cant
correlations between expression of IL-1α, CXCL-1/2 or hBD-1 and thickness of the epidermis, dermis or
SLEB (see Table 3A). A mild positive correlation between IL-1RA and SLEB thickness was observed on
non-lesional skin, but not between IL-1RA and epidermis or dermis thickness of lesional skin sites.
Combining FibroTx TAP measurements of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 and ultrasound
measurements of lesional skin from the same patients also did not reveal any signi�cant correlations
between expression of IL-1α, IL-1RA or hBD-1 and thickness of the epidermis, dermis or SLEB (see
Table 3B).

The only positive correlation was observed between CXCL-1/2 and SLEB thickness on lesional skin. No
such correlation was noted between the expression of the CXCL-1/2 and epidermis nor dermis thickness.

To assess whether there is correlations between clinical scores and the ultrasound measurements clinical
in�ammation scores where correlated with thickness of epidermis, dermis and SLEB analysed at the
same skin site. No correlation between skin layer parameters and PASI score was observed whereas
positive correlation between lesional skin SLEB thickness and clinical scores of thickness assessed (p < 
0.05) by doctor was detected (see Table 3C). Among psoriasis clinical scores themselves strong positive
correlations between PASI and skin thickness (p < 0.01) as well as between PASI and redness was
detected (p < 0.01).

Response to narrow-band UVB treatment measured with
TAP
The signi�cant differences between expression levels of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 on normal appearing
skin and lesional skin of psoriasis patients suggest a strong correlation with disease. Then again, there
are no signi�cant correlations between levels of IL-1α, IL-1RA and hBD-1 on skin and quantitative
assessments of disease intensity and severity in the form of PASI or ultrasound measurements with the
exception of CXCL-1/2 presenting mild positive correlation between skin thickness and SLEB on lesional
skin. To assess whether IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 are merely qualitative markers of disease,
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rather than quantitative, we measured expression levels of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 from the
skin surface of 14 psoriasis patients undergoing whole-body treatment with narrow band ultraviolet B.
FibroTx TAP was used to measure expression of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 on lesional and
normal appearing skin of patients before treatment initiation, after two weeks and after four weeks of
treatment. Treatments were typically performed on three consecutive days in a week. To minimise the risk
of measuring UVB-induced in�ammation in the skin, rather than measuring the therapeutic effects of UVB
on disease, all FibroTx TAP and clinical measurements were performed four days after treatment right
before the start of a new three-day UVB-treatment cycle. Measurements were performed on exactly the
same position on skin on each time-points. In parallel, visual scores for local in�ammation (redness,
thickness and scaling) were performed at the exact location of TAP measurements. In addition, the PASI
score was determined before and after four weeks of treatment.

As a result of the narrow-band UVB treatment, the PASI score dropped on average 57.71 percent during
treatment, a difference that was highly signi�cant (p < 0.001) (see Fig. 4A, panel A). Scores for local
in�ammation (thickness, scaling and redness) showed highly signi�cant improvements of the lesions
measured by FibroTx TAP (p < 0.001, p < 0.001, p < 0.001, respectively) (see Fig. 4A panel B - C). During the
four weeks course of UVB treatment, levels of IL-1α did not change on lesional skin of psoriasis patients,
but there was a modest decline in IL-1α on normal appearing skin. In contrast, levels of IL-1RA (p = 0.004)
and CXCL-1/2 (p = 0.012) showed a signi�cant reduction on lesional skin in response to narrow-band UVB
treatment. Whereas four weeks of treatment reduced IL-1RA on lesional skin to the level of IL-1RA on
normal appearing skin before treatment, CXCL-1/2 showed a 75 percent reduction of the levels of CXCL-
1/2 observed on lesional skin before treatment. No alterations were measured for IL-1RA on normal
appearing skin during the course of treatment and CXCL-1/2 remained undetectable. Analyses of the IL-
1RA over IL-1α ratio also con�rm the clinically observed pattern of normalisation of skin in lesions
measured. The ratio between IL-1RA and IL-1α, measured on lesions in apparent concentration (ng/ml)
declined from 4.91 to 2.25. In contrast, the ratio between IL-1RA and IL-1α, measured on non-lesional skin
remained fairly stable, changing from 0.57 to 0.65 during treatment (see Table 4).

The levels of antimicrobial peptide hBD-1 detected at base line on non-lesional skin are nearly 2-fold
lower compared to the levels captured on lesional skin, however after 4 weeks of narrow-band UVB
treatment the levels of hBD-1 detected on non-lesional skin are increased compared to the baseline
approximately 2-fold contrary to the levels of hBD1 captured on lesional skin where nearly 4-fold
decrease compared to amounts of base line hBD-1 is detected. Due to the UVB treatment the ratio of hBD-
1 detected on healthy apparent and lesional skin at base line has changed opposite after 4 weeks.

Discussion
To improve psoriasis care, diagnostic methods are needed that can facilitate personalized medicine.
Such diagnostic method should be objective, accurate, cost-effective and easy-to-use for both patients
and health-care professionals. Proteins, such as interleukins, chemokines, cell surface receptors and anti-
microbial peptides drive the biological processes underlying both the physical and visual hallmarks of
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psoriatic skin. As such, this psoriasis ‘molecular footprint’ may be very suitable for the development of
diagnostic methods that can monitor disease progression, as well as measure response to treatment.
Particularly suitable may be proteins that can be assessed non-invasively from the skin surface (i.e.
without disrupting the skin). A prerequisite is that skin surface molecules follow the state of disease like.
Therefore, the primary aim of this study was to assess whether expression patterns of proteins known to
be involved in psoriasis, and that can be measured non-invasively from the skin surface, correlate with
physical and visual hallmarks of psoriatic skin.

The panel of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 was arbitrarily chosen based on their role psoriasis, as
reported in the literature, as well as because these proteins can be measured from the skin surface. IL-1α
and IL-1RA are examples of a pro-in�ammatory and anti-in�ammatory interleukins, respectively, that are
known to play important roles in skin homeostasis and skin in�ammation, including psoriasis 36−40; 43.
The combination of chemokines CXCL-1 and − 2 was chosen because of their roles in attracting
neutrophils to psoriatic skin lesions 38, 41. The anti-microbial peptide hBD-1 was chosen as a
representative of beta-defensins in psoriasis 44, 45. The choice for measuring skin surface proteins using
FibroTx TAP was based on the fact that FibroTx TAP is a non-invasive sampling technology that does not
affect skin, i.e. protein measurements are not biased by skin responding to the measurement method, and
do not interfere with biological processes in and on the skin 40. To underline this, no adverse events were
reported during FibroTx TAP measurements, neither on normal appearing skin nor on lesional skin, neither
in patients nor in healthy individuals were reported, neither by visual assessment (e.g. signs of redness)
or upon inquiry (e.g. irritation, itching, pain).

Expression patterns of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 on the skin surface, as measured by FibroTx
TAP, re�ect reported protein expression patterns as assessed by more invasive technologies, such as
mRNA analyses and immuno-histochemistry (IHC) using skin biopsies and protein-analyses after tape-
stripping of the stratum corneum 38, 40, 42− 45. It appears thus that protein expression in the skin is
re�ected both qualitatively and quantitatively on the skin surface.

Importantly, the fact that we �nd some proteins, like IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1, are present in higher
amounts on lesional skin, whereas others, like IL-α, are found in reduced amounts on lesional skin in
comparison with non-lesional and healthy skin, indicates that differences in proteins measured cannot
simply be attributed to e.g. differences in skin texture, skin barrier function or amounts of dead cells on
lesional skin. Instead, these differences rather indicate that amounts of proteins found on skin re�ect
regulation in the skin. This is supported by reports in the literature, describing an increase in IL-1RA, CXCL-
1/2 and hBD-1, and a decrease in IL-1α, in psoriasis lesional skin in comparison with non-lesional skin, or
skin or healthy individuals have been reported in the literature. Thus, it appears that non-invasive
measurements of soluble proteins found on the skin, e.g. as measured by FibroTx TAP, both qualitatively
and quantitatively correlate with proteins found in the skin, as measured by invasive methods such as
immunohistochemistry and qPCR from skin biopsies 38; 40; 42−45.
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The decrease in pro-in�ammatory IL-1α and increase in anti-in�ammatory IL-1RA levels detected on
psoriasis plaques in comparison with non-lesional skin, may appear counter-intuitive at �rst. Also, using a
skin-lavage technique, Portugal-Cohen et al found a clear increase in IL-1α on lesional skin in comparison
with non-lesional skin, or skin of healthy individuals 23. In the literature, however, there is ample evidence
that IL-1α is found in decreased levels, and IL-1RA in increased levels in psoriatic lesional skin in
comparison with non-lesional skin 39, 42, 43. FibroTx TAP measurements of IL-1α and IL-1RA thus �t the
bulk of evidence in the literature. The reason for the discrepancy between FibroTx TAP measurements
and the observations of Portugal-Cohen is unclear, also because using a similar skin-lavage approach as
Portugal-Cohen, we found the same pattern for IL-1α and IL-1RA as we found using FibroTx TAP 34.

Despite the very clear association between disease and expression patterns of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2
and hBD-1, as evidenced by the statistically signi�cant differences in expression of these proteins on non-
lesional and lesional skin, no �rm correlations could be established between IL-1α, IL-1RA, hBD-1or CXCL-
1/2 and PASI scores of the patients in the present study. A simple conclusion is that measurements of
analysed biomarkers on a single lesion, or the ratio between IL-1RA and IL-1α, may not be representative
for ‘whole body’ diagnostic purposes. This, however, is contradicted by our observation that clinical
scoring of a single lesion, either for redness or thickness, signi�cantly correlated with PASI in our study.
Rather, the lack of correlation between measurements of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 and PASI
may be explained by the lack of signi�cant correlations with clinical assessment of redness, thickness
and scaling of the same lesions, which are elements that comprise the PASI in addition to scoring other
lesions and body-surface area affected by disease. Nevertheless, the patient cohort of current study was
limited, and a study with larger cohort of patients is needed for �rm conclusions.

Ultrasound measurements clearly showed a statistically signi�cant thickening of epidermis, SLEB and
dermis in lesional skin in comparison with non-lesional skin. Despite a similar trend for FibroTx TAP
measurements of IL-1α, IL-1RA and hBD-1, no clear quantitative correlations could be found between
protein measurements and ultrasound measurements of epidermis, SLEB or dermis, neither with respect
to thickness nor to quality of individual skin layers. At least not with the small number of patients used.
Mild positive correlation between CXCL-1/2 and SLEB thickness of lesional skin was observed.
Interestingly, neither ultrasound measurements and visual assessments of lesional skin correlated in a
highly statistically signi�cant sense; only a mild correlation between skin thickness and SLEB thickness
was observed, and thus it appears that visual -, ultrasound – and protein-measurements quantify disease
intensity in their own sense.

To address if measurements of skin-surface IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 merely re�ect disease in a
qualitative state, i.e. in�amed or not-in�amed, or that these measurements re�ect disease-intensity
quantitatively, we followed patients during the course of short-wave UVB treatment. There were clear
patterns of normalisation observed for IL-1RA and CXCL-1/2. This pattern was gradually, thus con�rming
that skin-surface measurements of these proteins can be used to assess psoriasis-intensity in a
qualitative way. Skin-surface measurements of IL-1RA and CXCL-1/2 displayed a different pattern than
achieved by visual scoring of local in�ammation. Visual scores for redness, thickness and scaling
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decreased after 2 weeks of treatment, whereas IL-1RA and CXCL-1/2 normalized more gradually. This
con�rms that measuring the ‘molecular root’ of in�ammation appears to have value as an objective, non-
invasive biomarker measurement for scoring disease intensity on its own right. The difference in kinetics
between IL-1α, unchanged during treatment, IL-1RA and CXCL-1/2, both changed albeit with different
kinetics, suggest that changes in skin-surface proteins are not a uniform re�ection of skin-healing, but
rather re�ect individual changes of expression in the skin.

Conclusions
In conclusion, using FibroTx TAP we could measure clear differences in amounts of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-
1/2 and hBD-1 on skin from psoriasis patients, with clear differences between lesional and non-lesional
skin. Correlating FibroTx TAP measurements of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 on skin from psoriasis
patients with clinical assessments of psoriasis severity, suggest that these protein measurements may
have potential as biomarkers. Nonetheless, a substantially larger study will be necessary to further
validate measurements of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 on skin from psoriasis patients for
diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic biomarker applications.

No adverse events were reported in FibroTx TAP measurements, neither on normal appearing skin nor on
lesional skin, neither in patients nor in healthy individuals were reported, neither by visual assessment
(e.g. signs of redness) or upon inquiry (e.g. irritation, itching, pain).

Abbreviations
BSA body surface area

hBD-1 human antimicrobial beta defensin 1
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CXCL-2 chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 1

CXCL–1/2 chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 1/2

K16 keratin sixteen

PASI psoriasis area severity index

SCORAD SCOring Atopic Dermatitis severity index
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TAP Transdermal Analysis Patch

TNF- α tumor necrosis factor alpha
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Table 1. Ratio of IL-1RA over IL-1a on the skin of healthy volunteers and on the skin of psoriasis patients
The average concentration of IL-1a and IL-1RA on normal skin of healthy volunteers (N = 10), non-lesional
and lesional skin of psoriasis patients (N = 30) is presented in Table 1 in ng/ml. The standard deviation
(SD) presented in table present the standard deviation from average of combined measurements in the
10 healthy volunteers and 30 psoriasis, respectively. Additionally, molar ratio of IL-1RA over precursor and
mature IL-1a (Ratio of IL-1RA/IL-1a) is presented.

Table 2. Analysed correlations of FibroTx TAP measurements of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 on
lesional skin between PASI and local scores of thickness, scaling and redness in psoriasis patients.
Correlation between biomarker measurements and clinical scores of psoriasis patients (N = 30) was
assessed using Spearman’s rank correlation analysis. Statistical signi�cances were veri�ed with
probability value (p-value). Relevant correlations are �agged with asterisk.

Table 3A. Correlation analysis between FibroTx TAP measurements of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1
on non-lesional skin of psoriasis patients combined with ultrasound measurements of epidermis-, dermis
and SLEB- thickness at the same analysis site. Correlation between biomarker measurements and skin
layer thickness of psoriasis patients (N = 30) was assessed using Spearman’s rank correlation analysis.
Statistical signi�cances were veri�ed with probability value (p-value). Relevant correlations are �agged
with asterisk. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Table 3B. Correlation analysis between FibroTx TAP measurements of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1
on lesional skin of psoriasis patients and between ultrasound measurements of epidermis-, dermis and
SLEB- thickness at the same analysis site. Correlation between biomarker measurements and skin layer
thickness of psoriasis patients (N = 30) was assessed using Spearman’s rank correlation analysis.
Statistical signi�cances were veri�ed with probability value (p-value). Relevant correlations are �agged
with asterisk. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Table 3C. Correlation analysis between local scores and epidermal-, dermal and SLEB- thickness
measured from lesional skin by ultrasound. Correlation between local clinical scores and epidermal-,
dermal and SLEB- thickness measured from lesional skin of psoriasis patients (N = 30) was assessed
using Spearman’s rank correlation analysis. Statistical signi�cances were veri�ed with probability value
(p-value). Relevant correlations are �agged with asterisk. The FibroTx TAP measurements, clinical scores
and ultrasound measurements were performed all at the exact same skin lesion. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01,
*** p < 0.001

Table 4 Ratios between IL-1RA and IL-1a on non-lesional and lesional skin of psoriasis patients. The
average concentration of IL-1a and IL-1RA on non-lesional (NL) and lesional (L) skin of psoriasis patients
(N = 14) is presented in Table 4 in ng/ml. The standard deviation (SD) in table presents the standard
deviation from average of combined measurements in psoriasis patient NL and L skin site, respectively.
Additionally, molar ratio of IL-1RA over precursor and mature IL-1a (Ratio of IL-1RA/IL-1a) is presented.
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Figures

Figure 1
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A. Measurements of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 on non-lesional and lesional skin of psoriasis
patients using FibroTx TAP In panel A-D single measurements of IL-1αIL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-
1detected from non-lesional (NL) skin and lesional skin (N) of 30 psoriasis patients have been depicted,
each line represents a single patient. In panel E-H the apparent average biomarker concentrations of IL-
1αIL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1detected from non-lesional skin (white bars) and lesional skin (black bars)
have been blotted. Y-axis: Apparent concentration of analysed biomarker on skin in ng/ml. X-axis:
sampling site. Error bars on graphs present the standard deviations for average of combined
measurements in the participants. Statistical signi�cance (paired sample t-test) is indicated on panel E-H:
*p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001; NS- not signi�cant. B. Measurements of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and
hBD-1 on lesional and non-lesional skin of psoriasis patients and normal skin of healthy volunteers using
FibroTx TAP. The apparent average biomarker concentrations of IL-1αIL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1
detected from the skin surface of 10 healthy volunteers (N=10; grey bars), on non-lesional skin (NL; white
bars) and lesional skin (L; black bars) of 30 psoriasis patients have been blotted. Y-axis: Apparent
concentration of analysed biomarker on skin in ng/ml. X-axis: sampling site. Error bars on graphs present
the standard deviations for average of combined measurements in the participants. Statistical
signi�cance (student t-test) is indicated on panel E-H: *p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001; ND – not
detected; NS - not signi�cant.
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Figure 2

Analysed correlations of FibroTx TAP measurements of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 on lesional
skin between PASI and local scores of thickness, scaling and redness on the lesional skin of psoriasis
patients. Correlation between biomarker measurements and clinical scores of psoriasis patients (N = 30)
was assessed using Spearman’s rank correlation analysis. Statistical signi�cances were veri�ed with
probability value (p-value, presented in Table 2). Y-axis: apparent concentration of detected biomarker in
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ng/ml. X-axis: measurements of PASI score, local in�ammation score of thickness, scaling and redness,
respectively, on psoriasis lesion under analysis.

Figure 3

Thickness of epidermis, dermis and SLEB in non-lesional and lesional skin of psoriasis patients
measured by ultrasound. The apparent average epidermal thickness (panel A), dermal thickness (panel B)
and SLEB thickness (panel C) analysed from non-lesional skin (NL; white bars) and lesional skin (L; black
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bars) have been blotted. Y-axis: Average thickness of epidermis, dermis and SLEB, respectively, in μm. X-
axis: sampling site. Error bars on graphs present the standard deviations for average of combined
measurements in the participants. Statistical signi�cance (paired sample t-test) is indicated on panel, * p
< 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Figure 4
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A Changes in the psoriasis area severity index (PASI) and local in�ammation scores induced by narrow-
band UVB treatment. The PASI score was documented before the treatment initiation and after four
weeks of treatment (panel A). Local in�ammation scores thickness (panel B), scaling (panel C) and
redness (panel D) were documented before the treatment initiation, after two weeks and four weeks of
treatment at the exact same lesions. Each bar plotted on Figure 4A panel A-D represents an average
measurement of analysed clinical score of psoriasis patients (N=14). Error bars on graphs present the
standard deviations for average of combined measurements in patients. Statistical signi�cance was
determined with paired sample Student t-test (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001). The paired sample
student t-test values for local in�ammation score comparison is presented in supplementary data, Table
2. B Measurements of IL-1 , IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1on healthy apparent and lesional skin of
psoriasis patients during narrow band UVB treatment. Biomarker measurements were performed on
healthy apparent and lesional skin before, after two and four weeks of treatment at the exact same skin
site using FibroTx TAP. The apparent average biomarker concentration of non-lesional skin are plotted
with white bars (panel A - D), average biomarker measurements of lesional skin site are presented with
back bars (panel A – D). Y-axis: apparent concentration of IL-1α, IL-1RA, CXCL-1/2 and hBD-1 on skin in
ng/ml. X-axis: time point of biomarker sampling. Error bars in graph A-D represent the standard
deviations for average of combined measurements in patients (N = 14); ND- not detected. Statistical
signi�cance was determined with paired sample Student t-test (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001), all
the Student t-test p-values for are presented in supplementary data, Table 1.
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